8th international

PhD SUMMER SCHOOL

Fees: Regular – 390 Eur
ECIU, NORDTEK, BALTECH doctoral students – 360 Eur
Volume: 54 academic hours (equal to 2 ECTS)

TOPICS:
Open science and its phenomena
What to do when you’ve got too much to do
Communicating your (scientific) ideas – Meeting with the editor
Developing transferrable skills during the PhD is key for career success and employability
Make your conference speech sound more like a TED Talk

3-7 June, 2024
Palanga city, Lithuania

Registration deadline:
30 April, 2024

Contacts:
• KTU Doctoral School
• phd@ktu.lt
• summerschool.ktu.edu

ORGANIZER:
Kaunas University of Technology

APPLY
submit application now!